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This is a detailed account of the participation of an Austrian artillery officer in World War II. The author, 

Johann Christoph Allmayer-Beck, is a renowned military historian and former director of the Austrian 

Military History Museum. His text covers his career roughly from the interruption of his officer training 

through the annexation of Austria in March 1938 to his dismissal from American captivity in June 1945. 

The curious title (»Mister first lieutenant, it is not worth it«) reflects the comment of a soldier from Allmayer-

Beck’s East Prussian regiment who points to a wounded Soviet prisoner of war and convinces him that 

giving medical care to the prisoner would be pointless. This explanation leaves the reader wondering 

whether the account might contribute insights about the extremely harsh treatment of Soviet POWs by the 

German army, something one scholar has called (rightly or wrongly) a »forgotten genocide«1. Yet, the 

expression used for the title pertains merely to the sober comment of a German soldier who saw that the 

prisoner was too severely wounded to be saved. 

Whoever looks for information about prisoner abuses or the involvement of the Wehrmacht in war crimes 

and crimes against humanity will be disappointed. Allmayer-Beck once mentions a Soviet woman who was 

sentenced to death by court martial, presumably for having attacked German soldiers (although he 

questions the veracity of the charges in retrospect). He also reports about a Soviet prisoner who expected 

to be shot in the neck by the Germans but became a trusted collaborator when he realized that he would 

be spared. Aside from these two instances, there is no hint of prisoner abuses or other atrocities until the 

very end, when Allmayer-Beck reflects on everything he did not know at the time of his military service.

Although the title is misleading, it is fair to point out what the book actually does contribute. One aspect 

Allmayer-Beck highlights repeatedly is the fact of being an Austrian in the Greater German army. He 

belonged to a Catholic aristocratic family residing near Vienna, and he had apparently no strong interest in 

Nazism and a union of Austria with Germany. His father was even arrested by the Gestapo for a short 

time, although the author unfortunately does not explain why. Yet, after his transfer to a regiment in East 

Prussia, he integrates himself into the German army very well. As he admits, he was eager to dispel 

widespread notions of »lax Austrians« and quickly adopted the ways of the German Wehrmacht, including 

the officers’ drinking rituals. Although East Prussia was at first foreign to him, he soon came to love the 

landscape and local culture intensely and began to feel at home in this region. Allmayer-Beck felt 

respected and well accepted by his regiment, but during later postings, he was always aware of a certain 

1 Thomas Earl Porter, Hitler’s Rassenkampf in the East: The Forgotten Genocide of Soviet POWs, in: Nationalities 
Papers 37 (2009), p. 839–859. 
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mistrust toward the performance or loyalty of Austrians.

Allmayer-Beck’s account makes another important contribution insofar as it describes a part of the eastern 

front usually overshadowed by other more important sectors but that nevertheless saw bitter fighting: the 

northernmost section of the German-held eastern front, east of Leningrad and just south of Lake Ladoga. 

He sees little action in Poland and France; his decisive experiences come with the attack on the Soviet 

Union. His unit sweeps through the Soviet-occupied Baltic states north toward the Ladoga region. The first 

months of the campaign are consumed by long and tiresome marches, but combat is sporadic until the 

fall. Allmayer-Beck’s unit did experience heavy combat, however, in the region along the Volkhov River, 

from October 1941 to the end of 1943, and later in the Baltic states during the withdrawals of 1944. 

In the Volkhov region, Allmayer-Beck’s descriptions of battle resemble very much the famous accounts of 

the Western Front in World War I, with its heavy shelling, creeping artillery barrages, infantrymen hiding in 

foxholes, craters, and damaged trenches, and close combat. There are not many tanks in this region that 

is swampy in the summer and marred by severe cold and snowfall in the winter. Allmayer-Beck is grateful 

for being stationed a little further to the rear; he pities and admires the frontline infantry. He also admires 

the courage and stamina of the Soviet army, with its waves of attacks that leave thousands of Soviet 

corpses outside the German defenses. There is no hatred in his description of the enemy, although there 

is occasionally the typical contempt of German soldiers for the rather Spartan housing conditions in the 

villages of the Soviet Union. Still, we seem to be far removed from a clash of ideologies 

(Weltanschauungskrieg) and from a war of annihilation. 

Allmayer-Beck’s account gives some clues to important questions regarding the German army in World 

War II. One of the big puzzles is why German soldiers were so willing to fight for so long despite extreme 

odds against them. Allmayer-Beck makes it clear that he did not have a good picture of the general 

situation. While stationed in the Volkhov region, he initially made sure that he received some information 

about the general situation on the eastern front whenever he had a staff meeting, but this was illegal, and 

he had to stop it. All soldiers heard about the defeat in Stalingrad, and one officer commented in Allmayer-

Beck’s presence that this was one of the biggest defeats in German history. But the full seriousness of the 

situation seems to have escaped him and his comrades. The frequent emergencies in his sector of the 

front took precedence and left little time and inclination to ponder the larger picture. 

Moreover, German soldiers remained fairly optimistic about the outcome of the war despite all odds until 

the spring and summer of 1944. When Allmayer-Beck heard of the Allied landings in Normandy, for 

example, he believed that a decision of the war was near and that the German army would swiftly defeat 

the invasion force and then be able to fully concentrate on the Red Army, presumably with decisive 

success. He is also honest insofar as he admits to having been outraged about the assassination attempt 

against Hitler on 20 July 1944, believing like many others that only Hitler could overcome Germany’s 

critical military condition (although he admits in retrospect that he would not have been able to tell by 

which means Hitler could have turned the tide). His commanding officer, however, knew Stauffenberg and 
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argued that the decision to make an attempt on Hitler’s life had certainly not been frivolous.

Allmayer-Beck experienced the withdrawal from the region east of Leningrad and fought for a while in the 

Baltic countries in 1944, but he was lucky that his last assignments and a long hoped-for general staff 

training course generally kept him out of harm’s way. After a strange odyssey, he surrendered to the 

American army in western Austria on 8 May 1945. Claiming falsely that he was a farmer, he obtained 

release only a month later.

Allmayer-Beck writes well, and his account is a captivating read. It illuminates some relevant aspects of 

German military history during World War II, although Allmayer-Beck’s claims about having known nothing 

about the atrocities perpetrated in the rear of the armies of the eastern front, and often with Wehrmacht 

participation, is a bit hard to take. Did some people not at least speak about massacres? Were there no 

rumors? Allmayer-Beck claims that the information in the frontline units was restricted to what happened in 

the immediate vicinity and to what the official news channels provided (radio and newspapers), and they 

were of course all permeated by propaganda. He argues that frontline soldiers actually knew less about 

the larger political and military picture than German civilians. Allmayer-Beck never expresses regret or a 

bad conscience about invading a peaceful country, without provocation, be it Poland in 1939 or the Soviet 

Union in 1941. He shrugs off moral questions by saying that he felt confident that the supreme leadership 

must have known what it was doing. This is honest but disconcerting. Still, Allmayer-Beck does 

acknowledge the pitiful consequences of the destruction wrought by the fighting: in the Appendix, he 

provides a short historical and architectural survey of the village Grusino, which was a German 

bridgehead on the eastern side of the Volkhov and became completely destroyed during the fighting. 

Grusino had a remarkable castle and tower designed by architects from many parts of Europe who had 

often also worked in Sankt-Petersburg. 
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